
 
    

Market forces 
 
 

Markets have been part of human life for centuries. Many of our towns 
originally grew up around markets, with the market place at the centre of the 
town. Markets were vital in creating prosperity. They were places where 
livestock and food could be bought and sold, where workers could be hired, and 
where public punishments took place. Markets have also traditionally served as 
social meeting points where news and gossip have been exchanged. As cities 
grew, markets sprung up within them, selling everything from cut-price fruit and 
veg to fish, meat, flowers, second-hand clothes and antiques. 
 
Starting out 
 
Because renting a stall at a market is far cheaper than setting up a shop, markets 
have always been a useful starting point for entrepreneurs. Tesco founder Jack 
Cohen started his business selling surplus groceries from a market stall in 
London’s East End in 1919. The founder of Morrison’s supermarket chain, 
William Morrison, had an egg and butter stall in 1899 in a Bradford Market. 
Marks and Spencer, another high street institution, also originated as a market 
stall in Leeds, set up in 1884 by co-founder Michael Marks. 
 
Threats and opportunities 
 
Markets are still with us today, but many of them are in decline, suffering from 
municipal neglect. Because of their history, many markets occupy what are now 
prime sites, and so many developers are keen to replace them with apartments 
and supermarkets.  People’s shopping habits have changed too. Doing your 
shopping at a market – queuing from stall to stall, waiting to be served – takes 
time. In today’s busy world, many people choose instead to do their shopping 
speeding round a supermarket aisle. As a result, many markets have fewer 
customers. On the other hand, new forms of food markets are emerging. Across 
Britain, in towns and cities alike, farmers’ markets are springing up, offering 
seasonal, locally-produced food direct from the producer.  
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